City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
March 22 – April 4, 2018

Total number of incidents responded to:

EMS/Rescue = 128
Good Intent Calls = 189

Fires = 5
False Calls = 15

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires Reported in FireRMS
March 22, 2018, 8:31 PM- Dispatched to a possible structure fire, report was that something was on fire
in the hallway, everyone switched to Metro 1. Enroute, I contacted dispatch to make contact and see if
they had any more info, and if the recommended best approach. I also, had dispatch tone out an Engine
from Meridian. On arrival, nothing visible, updated location was residential / carport side, by door # 25.
Established command and assigning T-11 to investigate on arrival, had station 2 units pull up to the
structure since hydrant was nearby. T-11 crew made entry, T-11 driver reported hydrant was out of
service. Had MTFD engine and BC level 1 stage on by other hydrant. On T-12's arrival, had them
prepare for High-rise attack if needed. T-11 interior reported sprinkler head activated with water
flowing, made their way to 3rd level found a burnt light fixture that had caught fire and was
extinguished by sprinklers, no active fire at this time. Switched assignment for T-12 crew to shut down
water to sprinkler system. T-11 interior stated that they were working to plug sprinkler and FF reported
that he and maintenance had shut the valve down slowing water flow to head. Cleared MTFD units,
advised dispatch of situation, T-11 could handle, passed command to them. All other units cleared.

March 23, 2018, 2:33 PM- Dispatch advised that there was a light that burned and they would like to
confirm no further issues. No fire at this time. T-11 clearing from another call when this came in.
Responded emergent with 3 on board to above. This was a single story health care facility. Met near
door and escorted to room of origin. Visual alarms sounding, patient doors closed and hall fire doors
closed. Upon entering room, saw water on the floor and a light cover removed from a wall light. All
wires capped but one. It was reported that someone was working on the light, while a patient was still
in the bed, and something caused the wires to spark, arc, and land on the bedding of the pt. It was
observe that a bed pillow had a large burn hole in it which was removed to outside (approx. size = 1/2 a
volleyball). There was charring to the bed cover and bed sheet however minor in size. It was reported
that the worker rec'd an injury and was being evaluated. He was nowhere to be found. The patient was
removed from the room and was not reported to be injured. Pull station activated by nurses station was
reset and panel reset back to normal. Contacted FI Stover to advise of above. Stated he would follow
up on this call.

March 24, 2018, 12:21 PM- T-12 dispatched with B-11, T-11 and M-11 for structure fire at disp loc in
Meridian Township. T-12 responded emergent with three on board from St 2. T-12 ATF a medium three
story single family residence with smoke coming from the Charlie side, two MTFD engines, MTFD
Command and B-11 OS. T-12 staged level 1 . Command initially assigned T-12 on deck at E-92. T-12
responded on deck with full PPE and SCBA, irons, TIC and New York hook. T-12 performed a 360 and
found two 1 3/4" hand lines stretched to the Charlie side of residence, one advanced into the
Bravo/Charlie entrance and the second at the Charlie side deck stairs, fire knocked down and overhaul
being performed by MTFD. Command reassigned T-12 to pull siding from the Charlie side of residence.
T-12 pulled siding from the Charlie side wall, Charlie/Delta corner searching for extension. No fire
extension found. Command released T-12. T-12 cleared and drove to St 1 for equipment.

March 26, 2018, 4:41 PM- Dispatched for structure fire at abandoned house. B-11 on road and
responded emergent. Placed on Ing Tac 1. Proceeded to location to find only an Engine from MTFD
present along with STO and BC. Reported to BC who instructed T-11 to stage by hydrant on back side of
old L&L. Upon arrival, M-11 joined T-11. DC in Command Car with MTFD BC. Heavy smoke upon arrival
but within short time MTFD stated under control. T-11/M-11 placed on deck. This was an abandoned
house and garage on the other side of a berm behind L&L. Garage was burnt to ground but house was
not damaged. Walked the area of damage. Significant grass fire damage all appeared under control.
Reported back to BC. All ELFD rigs were cleared the scene by MTFD BC. Reported back to Dispatch and
returned to fire main

March 22, 2018, 7:21 PM- Responded to a possible structure fire, oven fire contained to the oven. On
arrival, nothing visible, established command and assigned T-11 to investigate, station 2 units to level 1
stage on arrival. T-11 reported no fire, extinguisher was used, all units can clear. All units cleared,
transferred command to T-11 who remained on scene.

Training Reported in FireRMS
No Training to report at this time.
Chief Complaints of EMS Call
Sore-1
Uterine Pain-1
Abdominal Pain-4

Altered level of
consciousness-1
Anxiety-3

Cardiac Arrest-1
Chest Pain-6

Abrasion to right leg after
moped accident-1

Assault-2

Chloroform needle puncture1

Back Pain-2

Citizen Assit-1

Allergic reaction-1

Breathing Problem-1

Confusion-1

ALOC-1

Burn-1

DIB-2

Dizziness-1

Lift Assist-5

Shortness of Breath- 1

Lightheaded-1

Lightheaded-1

Sick-2

Drug Use-1

Loss of consciousness,
weakmess-1

Suicidal Ideations-1

Edema of Groin-1
ETOH-8
Eye irritation -1
Facial Laceration -1
Fall-2
Fast Heart Rate-1
Fever-1
General Malaise-1
Generalized Weakness-1

Low HG-1

Syncopal Episode-2

Lower Back Pain-1

Syncope- 4

Marijuana Overdose-1
Neck/ Lower back pain-1
Needs help out of car-1
Overdose-1

Hallucination & SeizureHaziness-1

Pain/ swelling-1

Head Pain-1

Possible infection-1

Headache-2

Psych-1

Hypertension-3

Psychiatric
Combative-1

Incapcitated-3
Increased Altered Mental
Status: Combative-1

Episode/

Psychosis-1
Right leg pain-1
Right rib pain-1

Infection in right hand-1

R/O Meningits-1

Inhalation-1

Right Hip Pain-1

Intoxication-3

Right Shin Pain-1

Irregular heart beat-1

Right shoulder pain-1

Laceration to forhead-1

Right Sided Numbness-1

Left flank pain-1

Right Shoulder
dislocation-1

Left wrist contusion-1
Left wrist pain-1

Seizure- 5

Traumatic Injuries- 2
Unable to wake up- 1
Upper Respiratory illness-1
Urine Decreased-1

Pain from bed sore/ possible
UTI-1
Pain in head/ Laceration
from fall-1

Hypogtension-1

Swollen Right Eye-1

possible

Weakness- 4

